
Obserwacje ważne dla 
kosmologii (III)

(III) (wpływ rozkładu materii na obserwacje, tło)

● Grubość optyczna Wszechświata
● Miara dyspersji i FRB
● Wielokrotne obrazy QSO, względne opóźnienia, stała Hubble’a
● Słabe soczewkowanie
● Mikrofalowe promieniowanie tła
● Tło “21 cm”
● Tło X
● Niektóre szeroko cytowane przeglądy Opt, IR





















Gravitational lensing

● Deflection angle and time delay
● Lens equation and Fermat Principle
● Measuring H_0 with multiple QSO  images and time delays
● Weak lensing: deformation of images of distant sources
● Shear – convergence relation, Kaiser-Squires algorithm
● Application to galaxy clusters
● Cosmic “tomography”



Deflection 

Point mass lens:                                         SIS lens:

    See Notes for derivation



                             Time delay 

SIS lens:

(przy v_rot=300 km/s byłoby to ok. 6 dni/kpc)



Gravitational lens equation

Point mass lens:                                             SIS lens:

(single deflection)



 Fermat Principle

                           Fermat Principle implies lens equation 
 (Here it is based on flat space considerations where R_OL=d_OL 
 and R_SL=d_LS, which do not hold in curved space-time, but the 
Principle is still valid.)



Wave propagation

● Gravity → time delay → deformation of wave-fronts

● Rays always perpendicular to the wave-fronts

● Concave wave-fronts → nontrivial topology 

● Inside caustic surfaces more than one ray from the source possible

● In the above graph rays A, B, and C reach the observer in this 
order 



Relative time delays: isothermal sphere (SIS)

    
The same deflections
→ geometric paths equal
→ only gravity delays are 
different

Vectors in the lens plane are 
equivalent to angles 
measured by the observer:

       A method to measure  H_0 !

                   



Relative time delays: isothermal sphere

    

Even if the velocity 
dispersion (rotation 
velocity) of the SIS is 
unknown ...

(Still)  a method to measure H_0 !

SIS lens has a constant value 
of the deflection angle → 
image separation defines the 
deflection



QSO 0957+561 A+B: images

    

  [Young et al. (1980) ApJ, 241, 507]        [Gorenstein et al.(1988) ApJ, 334, 42]

z_L=0.36; z_S=1.41



QSO 0957+561 A+B: images

    

  [Garrett et al. (1994) MN, 270, 457]



QSO 0957+561 A+B: time delay

    

    [Conner et al. (1992) ApJ, 387, L61]              [Press et al.(1992) ApJ, 385, 416]

        (513 days)



QSO 0957+561 A+B: correction

    

    [Kundic et al. (1997) ApJ, 482, 75]

        (417-420 days)

 (Light curve A from 1995 shifted in time and overlaid on B from 1996).



 H_0 time delay measurements

    

[Schechter (2004) IAU Symp. 225]



H_0 measurements

    

[Oguri (2007) ApJ, 660, 1]

17 QSOs
41 time delays
H_0=70+/-6 (stat)
=68+/-6+/-8 (syst)



A comment

● Using very idealised approach (assuming a galaxy-lens can 
be modeled as SIS) we have shown that it is possible to 
measure the Hubble constant based on relative time delays 
between light curves of multiply imaged QSOs

● In reality observations are not limited just to time delays 
(VLA images of radio jets in QSO 0957+561), which implies 
extra conditions on the lens model; one is not limited to 
SIS

● Influence of the matter surrounding the line of sight is also 
taken into account by some …

● Lensing with measured time delays gives H_0 in agreement 
with other methods but its accuracy is not great



Weak lensing (WL)

● Massive bodies deflect light rays → deform images of 
the background objects

● Deformation increases with the distance / amount of 
mass in the foreground

● Differences in deformation between sources at z1 and 
z2 are due to the mass distribution between these 
redshifts 

● ,,Tomography''
● The measurement: ellipticity of the sources (axes 

ratio, orientation), its distribution on the sky
● Redshifts of the sources needed →  photometric z
● CFHTLS (Canada-France Hawaii Telescope Lens 

Survey) KiDS (Kilo Degree Survey) +VIKING (IR)



The principle 

     From: http://lsst.org/lsst/science/scientist_cosmic_shear

            (LSST - Large Synoptic Survey Telescope >2014)



Gravitational lens equation

(multiple deflections)

In the Notes we argue, that the 
multiple deflection lens equation 
can be written in the form below
The definition of the potential is 
easy to generalize into curved 
space 



Deformation, magnification

Point mass 
lens:

SIS lens:

If det A>0 everywhere, there is 1-1 source-image maping. This 
may be called weak lensing, and the opposite case strong lensing. 
Below  “weak” means more:  kappa<<1 & |\gamma|<<1.



Weak lensing inversion

Shear →  kappa 
(Kaiser & Squires, 
1995) 



Weak lensing: application to galaxy clusters

 

● clusters  >100 times denser than the Universe
● →  dominating influence on ray bundles
● →  convergence (kappa) ~ surface mass density
● (kappa calculated from shear measured as 

averaged ellipticity of galaxies in the cluster 
background)



M(<360kpc)=
1.2x10^15 M_sun

RX 
J1347.5-1145



CL
J1059.2
       -1253

z_cl=0.457
<z_bg>=0.97

Clowe et al. (2006) 
A&A, 451, 395



Lensing: application to galaxy clusters

 

● In central parts of [typical] galaxy clusters all three 
methods (galaxy dynamics, X-ray emission, and 
strong lensing) give consistent results implying that a 
high fraction (80-90%) of mass is dark

● The density distributions in clusters outskirts based on 
weak lensing  can be smoothly matched to the 
distributions in their central parts

● Weak lensing is a standard tool for finding matter 
distribution in galaxy clusters surroundings.



Weak lensing



Weak galaxy-galaxy lensing

Foreground galaxy (“lens”) stretches images of background objects 
tangentially.
Intrinsic ellipticity can be of tangential or cross type, on average zero.
Lensing can make tangential part positive on average.



Weak galaxy-galaxy lensing

Averaged tangential shear 
around 19-22 mag galaxies

→  an L* galaxy M~2*10^12
Halo radius ~250 kpc

(which gives M/L~200
←→  Omega_M~0.2

(Preliminary results, no 
redshifts, foreground/ 
background based on apparent 
luminosities)

(Measuring halo mass around 
galaxies with WL)

   Parker et.al. (2007) ApJ, 669, 21 (CFHTLS)



Cosmic shear

 

● In principle averaged ellipticity of far away galaxies can be 
measured at any position on the sky

● Ellipticity →  shear →  convergence 

● Convergence →  weighted density fluctuations along the ray (to 
different distances depending on the choice of sources)

● Correlations between convergence measured in different 
directions and sources at different distances →  spectrum of 
the density fluctuations and its history →  cosmological model



Cosmic shear

 

Recent measurement of cosmic shear and its cosmological application. 
CFHTLS uses 57 sq.deg., with ~2M galaxies)

 

               Fu et.al. (2008) A&A, 479, 9 (CFHT Legacy Survey)



Cosmic shear: simulation
[Early (~2004) expectations]

 

[Takada & Jain (2004) MN, 348, 897]

Dark energy parameters will be better constrained by shear 
measurements (blue) than by Planck CMB maps.



Cosmic shear: future as seen in ~2008
(too optimistic ?)

 

[Hoekstra & Jain (2008) ARNPS, 58, 99]

(The simulation of Takada & Jain uses parameters of SNAP 
survey, which is an extremal choice)



KiDS: first results
(reality 2017)

The method: weak lensing with photometric redshifts. (based on observations covering 
450 sq.deg. not the expected final 1500).    
A year later: analysis of galaxy – galaxy correlations and galaxy – matter correlations 
allows for a better estimation of parameters. Planck seems to be unbeatable, though.

         [Hildebrandt i in.  arXiv:1606.05338; Uitert I in. arxiv:1706.05004]



KiDS: first results

Averaged (over many galaxy clusters) surface mass density profile, based on 
weak lensing measurements. It is interesting information on clusters, but not 
on the Universe.

          [Viola et al.  arXiv:1507.00735]



KiDS: first results

Relations  L ←→ M, L ←→ M/L  for groups with luminosities covering two decades

          [Viola et al.  arXiv:1507.00735]



KiDS: first results

                [Hildebrandt i in.  arXiv:1606.05338; Uitert I in. arxiv:1706.05004]



KiDS: further results
(CMB better ?)

  [Joudaki i in.  arXiv:1906.09262]

KiDS and DES (Dark Energy Survey) results, both based on weak lensing (WL).
Improvement of redshits distribution for DES gives better KiDS/DES agreement, in 
tension with Planck CMB results.

WL: correlations in orientations of distant galaxies introduce systematic errors. 
Future WL surveys (based on Subaru “Hyper Suprime-Cam” (HSC)  and LSST and ...) 
will need a new method for redshift measurements, since spectroscopic callibration of  
photometric redshifts for distant sources is difficult.

Limits to WL ?



ESA EUCLID mission
a.k.a. DUNE (Dark Energy Explorer)
a.k.a Spectroscopic All Sky Cosmic Explorer 

 
● Expected launch: Jul – Dec 2022
● 1.2 m
● In L2
● Observations of 3D positions and shapes of 

~2 bilions galaxies up to z=2
● Dark Energy with WL



Background radiation

● Not due to identified discrete sources 
● BEST known: CMB
● Infrared
● X-rays 
● 21 cm



COBE (Cosmic Background Explorer)
(1989-1994)

● Orbiting Earth 
● 32, 53, 90 GHz (DMR)
● Resolution 7 deg
● Measured energy spectrum of CMB
● Showed the presence of temperature  
fluctuations 



WMAP    (Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe)
(1999- 2013?)

2.5

-

●L2 Sun-Earth
● 23,33,41,61,94 GHz
● 2*   1.4x1.6m
● Resolution  12'
● <0.000001K
● CMB polarization



PLANCK
(2009 - 2013 )

-

● L2 Sun-Earth
● 27-75 GHz (radio)
● 85-1000 GHz (bol.)
● 1.5x1.75m
● resolution<10'
●  <0.000001K
● Absolute 
measurements of 
CMB intensity at >85 
GHz



Lite BIRD
(2029 ???)

-

● L2 Sun-Earth
● 34 - 161 GHz 
● FoV 18x9 deg
●  Resol. 30' (100 GHz)
● Polarization angle error 
<3’
● 2<l<200

To measure the primary B-mode polarization → ratio of tensor to scalar perturbation 
amplitude at recombination → limits on inflation



CMB
from space 

●  In principle observations of the whole sky, but in 
practice  80% (Galaxy, discrete sources)

●  WMAP up to l~1000, PLANCK up to l~2500
●  COBE, PLANCK absolute intensity measurements
●  Limited angular resolution



CMB from Earth: ACT 
(Atacama Cosmology Telescope)

●  5190 m AMSL  6.5 m mirror
●  145, 215, 280 GHz (3x1024 detectors)
●  High resolution: 600<l<8000



2007-2010: ACT ‘MBAC’

2013-2015: ACT ‘ACTPol’

2016-2021: ACT ‘AdvACT’

Next release, 2013-2016, DR2, soon 
!Will add 30/40 GHz receiver in 
2020



ACT:  S-Z effect            [Menanteau et al. ArXiv:1210.4048] 



Advanced ACT cluster search

ACT S18: 2634 clusters to date

PRELIMINARY



CMB from Earth: SPT 
(South Pole Telescope)

●  South Pole 10 m mirror
●  150 - 220 GHz 
●  High resolution: 2000<l<10000
●  High sensitivity



CMB from Earth: 
SPT (South Pole Telescope)

Galaxy clusters via S-Z 
effect are observed also 

here



CMB z Ziemi: SPT 
(South Pole Telescope)

Observations covering 
500 sq.deg. give the CMB  
anisotropy spectrum for 
high l (>3000)  and find 
the influence of WL on S-Z 
effect. That gives some 
limits on cosmological 
parameters.

[Bianchini et al., 2019, arXiv:1910.07157]



BICEP-2 

l>4000: anizotropia wtórna (wrócimy do tego efektu)



BICEP-2                      

Measurement of CMB polarization
Detectors at T~0 K
Harvard CMB Group



BICEP-2

[Ade i in, 2018, arXix:1810.05216]

Limits on r (gravitational to 
scalar perturbations 
amplitude ratio at given 
wavelength at 
recombination – we shall 
discuss it in future 
lectures)



BICEP-3

[Ade i in, 2021, arXix:2110.00482]



BICEP-3

[Ade i in, 2021, arXix:2110.00482]



21 cm radiation

●  After the recombination  T_gas < T_rad
●  If T_spin<T_rad → partial absorption of CMB
●  Emission of  “21 cm” radiation possible
●  Z= 6 – 20 (?) first astronomical objects ?
●  Observations at 21cm*(1+z) – sources positions on the sky
●  Anisotropy ←→  density fluctuations in dark epochs 
●  Difficulty: ``the first generation of instruments may not 

observe anisotropy of sources at z~10’’ (LOFAR?)
● Perhaps the whole Square Kilometer Array will be needed ...



 21 cm

 
● Different gas, spin and 

radiation emperatures
● Influence on CMB energy 

spectrum at 21cm*(1+z) 
● Investigation of hydrogen 

distribution 

Loeb (2006) astro-ph/0603360

  Mileura,  Western Australia



Square Kilometer Array
(plan: 2020 phase1 2024 phase 2) 



ROSAT X-ray All Sky Survey

(1990-99)
I  : all sky survey
II : observations of selected objects



ROSAT (background + point sources)



ROSAT (background only)



Chandra X-ray Observatory
(1999 --)  

 



Chandra:
 limits on 

X background

●  2Ms  HDF exposition
●  Only 16% of the background  (CXB) is not due to HST objects (mostly 

 AGN of low luminosity?)
● A longer exposition would (probably) allow to identify more discrete 

sources seen as CXB 
●  How many? That depends on their luminosity function
●  ~10x longer → perhaps only  5-10% of X radiation would still be 

classified as belonging to a background 
●  XB and “warm” gas: difficult to find a meaningful limit 

   Hickox & Markevitch (2007) ApJ, 671, 1523



Chandra: limits on X background

● 7Ms exposition
● 81% +/- 4% resolved (soft X) 93% +/- 13% resolved (hard X)
● 3.5 times longer exposition, ~2 times less X background (at least in hard X)
● Aproaching “no genuine background” statement but slowly

3

             Luo et al. (2016) arXiv:1611.03501]



2dFGRS 
(1997-2002)

(2 deg Field Gal. Redshift Survey)
U.K./Australia

                  2dF telescope
(2 degree stands for the  field of view, 4m 
diameter, 400 fibers to spectrograph)

-2000 sq.deg 
-z for 220k  galaxies



                        <z>=0.11;    z<0.3



Spectrum of the density fluctuations based on 2dFGRS observations
(the first such measurement ever ?)



2QZ (2dF QSO Redshift Survey)

- 2 strips 5x75
- B<21mag
- more than 22k QSOs



2Qz 

2.5



2MASS    (2 Micron All Sky Survey)
                          (1997-2001)

● 2 x 1.3m telescopes (Mt.Hopkins + Cerro Tololo)
● Photometry in JHK
● XSC (extended source catalog) 1.6 mln galaxies
● PSC (point source catalog) 0.5 billions of stars



Spitzer Space Telescope
(Space InfraRed Telescope Facility)

25 Aug 2003 - 30 Jan 2020,  3 to 180 microns.
 0.85-meter telescope and three cryogenically-cooled 
science instruments.

One survey will cover about 
70 square degrees, out to 
redshifts of 2.5 (about 10 
billion light years). This 
survey will reveal more than 
two million galaxies, or 
nearly 30,000 galaxies per 
square degree.



Indeed ~200k sources/sq.deg. More than expected.



Using surveys in all possible wavelengths on a given field one gets photometry of 
galaxies in up to 12 filters. It is a good basis for photometric redshifts.
For weak (distant) sources measurements may be possible only for a part of filters.



Examples of fits = estimates of the photometric redshifts (z_phot).
Templates (in red) are calculated with star populations synthesis and have many free 
parameters  (age: 221 values, metallicity: 4, star formation rate: 4) The expected flux 
values at different filters (blue stars) result from the template used and should be 
compared with the observed values (error bars).  Using all templates and varying 
z_phot one looks for the best fit, which  gives the “best z_phot”. (Of course 
considering any z_phot in a given cosmological model one is limited to populations of 
the age not exceeding the model age of the Universe at this z.)



An optimistic summary: when using > 5 filters and the reduced chi^2 is less than 
3, the photometric redshifts are reliable.
If |z_spec-z_phot|/(1+z_spec) >0.15, one considers the result  a big mistake. 
Accordig to the values of standard deviation on the above figure, for >5 filters 
about 1/3 of fits belong to this class (since sigma~0.15); for more filters the 
chance of big mistake diminishes.
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